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To the ancient Greeks, athletics made gods and heroes of men. Narrated by the late 
Sir Peter Ustinov, this program journeys among the ruins of antiquity to depict 
ancient stadiums and gymnasiums and to discover where the spirit of peaceful 
contest was cultivated. Athlos—participating in athletics—initially defined these 
significant deeds: the pursuit of perfection through creative activities that involve 
physical endurance and skill, as well as virtue, energy, beauty, and health. An 
insightful and thorough examination of the basis upon which the Greek ideals of 
athleticism and sportsmanship were formed. (54 minutes)

Segments in this Video - (14)

1. Greek Mythology (03:58) 

Inspired by nature, Greek mythology portrays man's desire for contact with the 
divine. Ancient Greeks adorned human attributes, including vices, to their gods and 
pursued perfection in art, architecture, and athletics, which were linked to the 
worship of the gods.

2. History of Ancient Greek Athletics and "Athlos" (03:04) 

According to legend, Prometheus first taught gymnastics and athletic training. The 
Greeks perceived their deities competing for dominance, so their myths described 
athletic competitions amongst their demigods and heroes like Achilles, Hercules, 
and Theseus.

3. Quest for the "Athlos" (02:11) 

The quest for "athlos" represented all the creative activities that involved physical 
endurance. Athletes strove for harmony of body and soul to avoid weakness and 
become more like the gods. Their athletic games were obligations towards their 
gods.

4. Olympia: Center for Religion and Competition (03:45) 

Every major ancient Greek town had a gymnasium and Palaestra, enclosures for 
exercise, training, education, and spiritual cultivation. Music helped create balance 
between body and spirit. These sites also held literary (drama and oration) and 
musical competitions.

5. Ancient Greek Games in Elis, Messene, and Epidaurus (05:45) 



Other major cities on the Peloponnese Peninsula that boasted gymnasiums and 
athletic and drama competitions include Elis, Messene, and Epidaurus. The latter 
two towns worshiped Asklepios, the god of healing. Healing included detoxification 
and athletics.

6. Ancient Greek Games in Megalopolis, Mantinea, and Tegea (04:42) 

Greece's largest ancient theater is located in Megalopolis. Mantinea, on the top of 
Mt. Lykaion, the mythical mountain of Arcadia, held games in honor of Zeus since 
he was raised there. Tegea's games honored the goddess Alea Athena.

7. Sparta and Troezen: Where Myth and History Intermingle (05:12) 

Sparta, a leading military city-state, enforced strict rules on its people, including 
the athletic training of all children for the military. Nearby, the city of Troezen 
celebrated a glorious athletic culture in its quest for "athlos."

8. Combining Greek Athleticism and Religion (02:47) 

The origin of bullfighting can be traced to the tale of Theseus and the Minotaur in 
Knossos, Crete. Frescoes in Kalliste, the capital of Santorini, depict wrestling and 
boxing matches and the association of nature with their religion.

9. Ancient Greek Games in Nemea and Argos (04:37) 

Artifacts of the Mycenaean civilization depict its devotion to the athletic ideal and 
the initiation of funeral games to honor dead heroes, including the "Seven against 
Thebes." Athletic, musical, and theatrical contests in Argos honored Hera.

10. Ancient Greek Games in Iassus and Delphi (03:52) 

Horse racing, nautical events, and track and field games in Iassus began in honor of 
the death of a child hero but later were dedicated to Poseidon. The Pythian Games 
in Delphi honored the killing of the Python dragon by Apollo.

11. Ancient Greek Games: Honor and Dedication to Gods and History 
(03:23) 

In Dion, at the foot of Mt. Olympus, the Macedonians honored the Olympian gods in 
their competitions. Cities such as Rhodes, Dodoni, Plataea, Corinth, Thebes, Sicyon, 
Corinth, and Pelini dedicated their games to a god, a Greek hero, or a military 
victory.

12. Ancient Greek Games in Delos, Aegina, and Cos (01:29) 

The birthplace of Apollo and Artemis, Delos welcomed pilgrims for its religious and 
athletic rituals. The islands of Aegina and Cos also celebrated their games to honor 
gods or important men, such as Hippocrates, the father of medicine.



13. Ancient Greek Games in Athens (03:04) 

Education in Athens consisted of physical training, music, and mental challenges. 
Its games, especially horse races, chariot races, and equestrian shows, honored 
Athena. Athens built the first stadium for the modern Olympics in 1896.

14. Legacy of the Pan-Hellenic Games (01:57) 

The Pan-Hellenic games united Greece and gave the country its identity. The 
Olympic philosophy encouraged education to develop free, well-balanced, and 
dynamic human beings whose quest for "athlos" never ceases.


